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   Summary.— Latifian & Bashash (2004) presented Iranian students with questionnaires assessing  (a) their epistemological beliefs regarding religion and science as sources of value and truth, and (b) their acceptance of a scenario arguing for relative ethics. Acceptance was found related to epistemological beliefs in a condition where the scenario was attributed to Freud, but not in a condition where it was attributed to Tabatabaee, a highly authoritative theologian. This commentary questions the authors' explanation, particularly their assumption that the participants’ reliance on epistemological beliefs would reveal a more critical attitude towards the scenario in the Freud condition.than in the Tabatabaee condition. 
 


Do Relations between Judgment and Epistemological Beliefs Differentiate between Mere Acceptance and Critical Evaluation?: Comment on Latifian & Bashash (2004)

   In a fascinating study, Latifian and Bashash (2004) presented Iranian students with a scenario including debatable ideas arguing for relative ethics (what's good in one context may be evil in another context). In one condition, the scenario was attributed to a highly respected Iranian theologian (Tabatabaee), in another condition to a nonreligious scientist (Freud). Correlations were computed between acceptance of the scenario and participants' endorsements of epistemological beliefs regarding religion and science as sources of value and truth assessed by an appropriate questionnaire. It was found that acceptance of the scenario was significantly related to epistemological beliefs only in the Freud condition and not at all in the Tabatabaee condition. For instance, in the Freud condition acceptance was directly related to the belief that science is a valid source of value, and it was inversely related to the belief that religion overrules science as a criterion of truth. However, although Tabatabaee was a highly respected religious source, in the Tabatabaee condition acceptance was not related to the belief that religion overrules science as a criterion of truth.
   The authors explained the results assuming that the participants were overwhelmed by the authority of Tabatabaee and just accepted the scenario renouncing any critical evaluation from the perspective of their own epistemological beliefs. Similar critical evaluations were restricted to the condition where the scenario was attributed to Freud being a less authoritative source in Iran than Tabatabaee is. However, this explanation is debatable in that the authors did not distinguish between epistemological beliefs (about the validity of particular sources such as science and religion) and initial beliefs about the scenario topic (relative ethics). The acceptance of Tabatabaee's view may just reflect the endorsement of another epistemological belief that was not captured by the epistemological belief questionnaire and that may be paraphrased as: belief in Tabatabaee as a competent expert who is as a reliable source of valid knowledge on value. There seems no reason why relying on the authority of a competent expert in the Tabatabaee condition would reflect less of a critical attitude than relying on the authority of religion or science in the Freud condition. In order to know whether the participants were really critical or not, we need to know to which extent acceptance of the scenario was related to participants' own initial beliefs regarding the scenario content (about relative ethics). If participants were really more critically evaluating the scenario in the Freud condition than in the Tabatabaee condition, as assumed by the authors, then acceptance of the scenario should correlate more with participants' initial beliefs about the scenario content (relative ethics) in the Freud condition than in the Tabatabaee condition. The study might provide indirect evidence of those correlations if it could be assumed that people who tend to believe in science as a valid source of value also tend to accept relative ethics, and that people who tend to believe that religion overrules science as a criterion of truth also tend to reject relative ethics. Under this assumption the significant correlations obtained in the Freud condition may reveal a critical evaluation of the scenario by the participants on the basis of their own views regarding the scenario content. However, that assumption was not explicitly dealt with, not to mention that its validity was not checked. 
   Meanwhile, the present comment does not detract from other main conclusions drawn by the authors. They have presented convincing evidence that judgment is not merely a matter of knowledge but involves "a multifaceted interaction of interpsychological and intrapsychological phenomena" (Latifian & Bashash, 2004, p. 379). Also, the practical conclusion that students should be helped to think critically when confronting an authority's ideas , goes unchallenged.
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